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Conferences: Overview



Conferences = Turning Students to Scholars

Usually, two goals:

1. Successful presentation of research
• Commitment device (finish or meet certain milestones!)
• Get feedback on your work

2. Networking
• Meet peers and professors in other institutions
• Become familiar with the profession’s norms and hidden curricula
• Intellectual stimuli + feeling of belonging
• Job/coauthorship opportunities
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Conferences = Turning Students to Scholars

Do not take any presentation lightly.

• You want to make sure there is a shareable draft
that is ready for circulation

• People have long memories.
In particular, for juniors, “every talk is a job talk”

• Be mindful of deadlines
• Choose the appropriate subdivision

Be nice to people.
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Getting Accepted Into Conferences

Dr. Calla Hummel
�Ca��aHumme�

I am a division chair for #APSA2023 and just accepted and rejected a 
bunch of papers. Here’s how that process works:

12:09 PM · Feb 20, 2023 ·  Views46.4K

 Retweets24  Quotes4  Likes149  Bookmarks64

Tweet your reply Reply

Dr. Calla Hummel ·�Ca��aHumme� Feb 20
Replying to �CallaHummel
Each division has a number of panels based on meeting size and the 1) 
the average attendance numbers at APSA 2022 (80% of panels); 2) the 
number of papers submitted to each division (20%)

1 7 4,452

Dr. Calla Hummel ·�Ca��aHumme� Feb 20
ATTEND PANELS! This is what gets your fields/divisions more space next 
year

1 1 17 4,531

Dr. Calla Hummel ·�Ca��aHumme� Feb 20
We receive all proposal submissions and go through them on the same 
website you submit on. First, we accepted all quality panel proposals that 
fit the scope of our division.

1 5 4,373

Dr. Calla Hummel ·�Ca��aHumme� Feb 20
YOU HAVE HIGHER CHANCES OF ACCEPTANCE IN A PANEL. Panel 
proposals save us a lot of time, so if they fit the call, we accepted them. 
Our panel acceptance rate was 100%.

2 1 22 4,350

Dr. Calla Hummel ·�Ca��aHumme� Feb 20
We had each read and commented on every paper and panel proposal. 
We then went through and prioritized papers we both agreed were high 
quality, interesting, and fit the scope.

1 9 3,898

Dr. Calla Hummel ·�Ca��aHumme� Feb 20
We organized panels around these papers we agreed on and then 
accepted other quality papers that made sense in a panel together.

1 8 3,706

Dr. Calla Hummel ·�Ca��aHumme� Feb 20
We rejected papers mostly for not fitting the scope, with maybe two 
rejected for quality. Our paper rejection rate was about 50%.

1 9 3,654

Dr. Calla Hummel ·�Ca��aHumme� Feb 20
We transferred papers that did not fit our scope to their second division 
panels, but these often rejected (presumably because they were already 
full).

1 6 3,685

Dr. Calla Hummel ·�Ca��aHumme� Feb 20
Takeaways:
1) Panels are accepted at higher rates;
2) Papers are often rejected because they don’t fit the panels we 
organized from submissions;
3) Choose divisions whose scope matches your paper

1 26 3,538

Followed by some Tweeters you follow

Cullen Hendrix ·@cu��enhendrix Feb 20
Replying to �CallaHummel
Thanks for your service. How many total panels were you allocating?

1 1 1,293

Dr. Calla Hummel ·�Ca��aHumme� Feb 21
Replying to @cullenhendrix
We had 7, plus one co-sponsored. Small division!

471

Irene Farah ·��reneFarah Feb 21
Replying to �CallaHummel
I totally missed the deadline to apply this year! Is there a way I can apply 
as a discussant in a panel?

1 1 326

Dr. Calla Hummel ·�Ca��aHumme� Feb 21
Replying to �IreneFarah
Maybe? We have lists of volunteer discussants who volunteered when 
they applied. I would email a couple division chairs in the areas you’re 
interested in and ask if they need more.

1 1 251

Show replies

Lanethea Mathews ·@�anethea Feb 20
Replying to �CallaHummel
Do you think this process disadvantages authors from smaller 
institutions, given the way research waxes/wanes for those working at 
teaching centered places? Complete panels presume an established 
network and there is differential access to networks—or maybe I’m just 
bad at it

1 1 9 3,037

Dr. Calla Hummel ·�Ca��aHumme� Feb 20
Replying to @lanethea
Not necessarily. We (at least my division) looked a lot more at the abstract 
than the writer or institution. And yes, more networked people are more 
likely to be asked onto panels. But anyone can organize a panel and cold 
call people to join (I did this as a grad student).

9 1,751

Daniel Cabral ·@danie�p_cabra� Feb 20
Replying to �CallaHummel

 #thread #academic�SaveToNotion

1 932

Rafael Alexandre Mello ·@rafae�a�exandre Feb 21
Replying to �CallaHummel
I have the impression that people who work on marginalized topics or 
perspectives may have a harder time getting accepted. Do you think this 
might be the case?

3 159

Thread

https://twitter.com/CallaHummel/status/1627717063245500416
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Making Most of Conferences

They are not exactly equal

• You may end up in a Sunday 8am panel, no one shows up
• Or get bundled into a panel with totally unrelated articles
(section choices matter, but also luck!)

• Chairs and discussants may or may not be helpful
• Too often “[t]he presenters walk in, present, and walk out; the audience
sits down, listens, and leaves” (Rom 2012, 339).
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Making Most of Conferences

But there are opportunities

• Caucuses, sections, business meetings, other panels
• Happy hours and receptions
• Formal mentoring opportunities (with varying degrees of usefulness)
• Who are the interesting people you want to meet? Research and
contact in advance, both faculty and other graduate students
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https://phdcomics.com/comics/archive.php?comicid=1553 6
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Best Practices in Presentations



Presentation Flow

Can the audience walk away with
“This person said that the answer to puzzle A was B, for reason C”?

• Title page
• Slide on the literature
• Slide previewing the main contribution
• Presenting theory
• Empirical analyses
• Conclusion
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Best Practices in Presentations

• Practice/rehearse, perhaps a couple of times
• Keep to or come in under your time

• Think 1 slide = 1 minute
• Create scenarios in which you go over or under time
• Create backup slides to address potential questions
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Best Practices in Presentations

• Don’t recite: make regular eye contact with the audience, use voice
inflections, ... a good presentation is like a stand-up comedy routine

• Pay attention to cosmetics e.g., use vector graphics
• Write down all questions asked.
Practicing answering questions take time

• Reach out to your chair/discussant before/after the presentation
Say thank you!
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Smith, David T., and Rob Salmond. 2011. “Verbal Sticks and Rhetorical Stones:
Improving Conference Presentations in Political Science.” PS: Political Science
& Politics 44(3): 583–88.

Problems

• Overly technical, uninformative titles
• Discussing material not directly relevant to the paper’s content
• Unnecessarily long literature reviews
• Using proper names as markers for theoretical positions
• Convoluted conclusions
• Unnecessary technical clutter in the oral presentation or on the screen
• Unreadable text on slides
• Poorly animated slides
• Fast-talking-as-a-way-to-cope-with-running-out-of-time
• Presenting more than 15 minutes worth of material in 15 minutes
• Failing to respect time limits
• Weak-willed chairs who avoid confronting errant presenters at all costs
• Chairs who provide inadequate time signals to help presenters keep to time limits
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Pole and Parashar. 2020. “Am I Pretty? 10 Tips to Designing Visually Appealing
Slideware Presentations.” PS: Political Science & Politics 53(4): 757–62.

Reworded from the original manuscript

1. Keep it short and simple
2. The “6 × 6” rule: six lines per slide, six words per line,
and no more than 30 to 36 words per slide

3. Consistency
4. Size matters
5. Use bullets and numbers wisely while avoiding “sub-bulleting”
6. Use color (2 or 3) to your advantage + avoid visual clutter
7. A picture (or a video) is worth a thousand words
8. Quantitative data: reduce the data-ink ratio
9. Qualitative data: winnow text into digestible bites e.g., highlighting
10. Accessibility
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Networking



What IS Networking?!

• (The Merriam-Webster version)
cultivation of productive relationships for employment or business

• To us = finding your place in the academic community
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The Community Model

Picture yourself within a network:

• Who falls on your similar-experience network?
• Who falls on your similar-interest network?

Within the department, think about your cohort, seniors,
committee members, ...
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Conferences = Expanding Beyond the Department

• Go to conferences and see what people are presenting!
• Selecting panels that fall under your interest
• See if people are willing to give you 15-30 minutes to talk
• Find out if there are other graduate students who share similar interest.
They may eventually become your coauthors!
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Interpersonal Relationship Opportunities Matter...

Terry LaBan at REWORK, Cartoon Coffee Break: Conference Networking
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... But Can Be Awkward Like Crazy

Ah well, academics are humans too!
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Plus, More People Will Care About You If You Do Good Research

Number of Publications
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It’s dismal, I know, and more difficult for minorities and first-gens!
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Q&A
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